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This report contains the following "note'" on various subjects related
to the Swedish KBS III study.

Neretnieks I.
A note on the transport of hydrogen from a waste canister.

Andersson I., Neretnieks I., Rasmuson A.
Water flow in bedrock. Estimation of influence of transmissive shaft
and borehole.

Rasmuson A., Neretnieks I.
A note on the impact of transverse dispersion and "immediately"
dissolved radionuclides.

Andersson L., Neretnieks I., Rasmuson A.
Some simple calculations of potential fields in rock mass underneath
two typified topographies.
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A NOTE ON THE TRANSPORT OF HYDROGEN FROM
A WASTE CANISTER

I. Neretnieks
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Summary

Hydrogen produced by radiolysis or corrosion within the backfill can
be transported out to the water in the bedrock by three mechanisms.

1. Diffusion through stagnant water in backfill and porous rock
matrix.

2. Diffusion through stagnant water in backfill and into the flowing
water in the fissured rock.

3. By flow as a gas if the solubility is exceeded.

The first two mechanisms will transport 0.01 - 0.15 moles/year H 2 gas
dissolved in water at a pressure of 50 bar.
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Transport of hydrogen from the fuel

The hydrogen produced by radiolysis can be transported away by
diffusion through the backfill and if the pressure builds up above the
hydrostatic pressure by flow through larger pores of the backfill.

An estimate of the transport rate is obtained as follows.

Case 1. Negligible water flow in bedrock

In this case we utilize the diffusional properties from a spherical
body into an infinite medium. It can be shown (1) that in the
stationary case the transport from a sphere where the concentration at
the surface is c0 and the infinite medium has the concentration o at
infinity is

N = k • A • c 0

where A
k
d

= the surface area of the sphere 4nd2

= 2 Dpep/d
= diameter of sphere
= effective diffusivity of medium

we get

N = 8n Dpep • d • c0

This can be expressed as an equivalent water flow rate Qeq for
transporting the dissolved hydrogen gas at concentration c0

N - Qeq • c0

Approximating the 5 m long and 0.75 m diameter canister with a shpere
having the same surface area as the canister we get d = 2.0 m.

DpCp for compacted bentonite has been measured (2) and is

3.6-18-10"12 m2/s

Diffusion measurements of iodide ions and tritiated water in
nonfissured granite (3) indicate a formation factor 5 O / T 2 « C P of
5-10-10-5. The diffusivity of hydrogen in water 0 v is 10"8 m2/s (2).
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This gives D e
P P

= 0.5-1«10-12 m2/s which is somewhat lower

than the diffusivity in the backfill. As the backfill is nearer to the
canister and the gradient is the largest there the diffusivity in the
backfill will be of somewhat more importance. With a value of OpCp
= 3.6*10"12 m2/s we obtain

Q e q = 8* • D pe p • d = 5.8 I/year

with Dpep = M O ' 1 2 : Q e q =1.6 I/year

Case 2. Transport by flowing water in the fissures of the rock

In this case we have a flux u0 in the far field bedrock equal to 1.5
l/m2«s, a fissure spacing S of 1 fissure/m and fissure widths 6 = 0.1
mm with Dv = 10"8 and D pe p = 3.6'10'12 m2/s (2). The near field
model (4), gives

Q e q =0.5 I/year.

This model assumes no transport through the matrix of the rock.

Cases 1 and 2 represent entirely different modes of transport. Despite
this Q e q is in the same range

Qeq s 0.5-6 I/year.

At 50 bar the solubility of H2 in water at 25° C is about 0.025 mol
H2/l (5). A production of 0.012 - 0.15 mol H2/year and canister can
thus be allowed without exceeding the solubility of hydrogen.

The H 2 production due to a-radiolysis will decrease to such values in
the hundred thousand years perspective (6).

Case 3

If the production is larger than that which can be transported away by
diffusion, the pressure will build up and finally blow away the water
in the pores of the backfill and rock. This has been analysed (7).The
hydrogen gas will expel the water from the larger pores of the clay.
The analysis indicates that it may be possible to have capillary flow
of water in the smaller pores into the clay at the same time as there
is gas flow out in the larger pores. It has not been possible as yet
to prove that a high hydrogen pressure will prohibit water to enter
the fuel and thus stop the radiolysis.
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WATER FLOW IN ROCK

Background

The bedrock, which may appear to be impervious and compact, contains in

actuality a system of large and small fractures that permit water transport

through the rock mass.

The water content of the bedrock can, under varying hydrostatic pressure

conditions, give rise to different flow patterns via boreholes or shafts

drilled through the rock.

A case will be dealt with below where an imaginary borehole connects a low

point in the terrain with a poiut in the repository where the hydrostatic

pressure is higher than at the mouth of the borehole. The situation may be

conceived as having arisen when the area was investigated and a hole was

drilled at an angle down from the valley to a point below the high point in

the area. (See figure 1.) If the borehole is not sealed, an artesian well

may be created.

Fig. 1
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A more or less vertical borehole (shaft) is assumed to be surrounded by a

uniformly fractured rock mass saturated with water.

The water level head in the rock mass is higher than the corresponding

level in the borehole. This creates a certain hydrostatic pressure in tlie
i

water in the rock compared to the water in the borehole. The water in the

rock strives to flow out into the borehole.
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The flow velocity of the water in a section in the rock mass can be expres-

sed as follows:

u -*P dz

whereby low flow velocities are assumed (laminar flow).

If a circular slab of the rock perpendicular to the borehole, is considered,

the following is obtained for the water flow towards the hole:

where

u = flow velocity perpendicular to the hole, m/s

k = permeability coefficient, m/s

p = static pressurehead in water mass, m H,

r = distance from centre of hole, m

The total water flow through a cylindrical surface with a radius of r and a

height of 1 will therefore be:

Q = u 2 7 T r l = - k P- • 2 TT r 1
o p or

The expression can be integrated with respect to r and p in order to obtain

a relationship between flow, radius and pressure drop.

In other words, with

-k 2 7 4 d

the following is obtained after integration:

r.

where

Q = water flow to borehole m

p = static pressure head at r m

p. - r. m

1 = height of slab element m
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Relationship between R and Q

The following values have been used for approximate calculations with the

above integral.

k = 2 . 10~9, m/s

1 = 5 , m

r. = 0.05 or 2.5, m

This gives (with 31.54 • 10 s/y)

Q - — | — • 1.9817 m3/(year, 5m)

The corresponding linear water velocity is:

uQ • -jS. »0.03183 m/year

y

In order to obtain an idea of the corresponding flow pressure drop, this

can be calculated as follows:

k 4e.
p dz

or
u

dp - -r- dz

which, integrated over 10 m, gives

A . 10

2 «10 »31.54 «10"

The following is obtained for r. = 0.05 m

uo * 1 5 8 ' 5 3 m H 9 0 / 1 O m° 2
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r./r.

10Ap

0 25 0.5 1. 2. 5. 10. 20.
14.78 10.33 7.94 6.45 5.16 4.49 3.97
5 10 20 40 100 200 400

3.69 3.69 4.61 5.30

50. 100 200. m
3.44 3.13 2.87 m3/y,5tn
1000 2000 4000
O . 7 • *

188 0*66 0^255 o!iO3 0.033 0.0143 0.0063 0.0022 0.001 0.00046 m/y
298.2 104.2 40.06 16.26 5.21 2.26 1.00 .347 .158 0.0723 a HjO/

/10m

For r i 2.5 m:

r 5. 10. 20. 50. 100.
Qy 34.31 17.15 11.44 7.74 6.45
r /r. 2 4 8 20 40
lX(rL/r.)0.69 1.39 2.08 2.99 3.69
u y X 0.218 0.055 0.018 .0051 .0021
o

Ap10
34.64 8.66 2.89 0.801 0.325

200. 500. 1000. 2000. m
5.43 4.49 3.97 3.56 m3/y,5m
80 200 400 800
4.38 5.30 5.99 6.69
.00086 .00029 .00013 .000057 m/y
0.137 0.046 0.020 0.090 m H2O/ir m

The above values thus apply for the pressure drop = 12 m H_0 between r. and

r .

However, nothing is said about the pressure drop outside of r . Under

steady-state conditions, the residual pressure drop outside of r should be

negligible compared to the pressure drop between r. and r_r. Some guidance

is obtained for evaluating these pressure drop conditions from u

andAp/10 m in the above tables.

For r. = 0.05 m, r can be estimated to be max. 200 m for steady-state1 y 3
conditions. The flow will then be equivalent to max. 3 m /year, 5 m.

For r. = 2.5 m, the corresponding limit may be set = 500 m with Q <=4.5 m /

year, 5 m.

la this context, it should be pointed out that values of r on the order of

500-5000 n roughly correspond to the distance to major crush zones in the

rock. There, the pressure is not affected by the shaft or the borehole, s

that larger values of r would be misleading to use.

Another way to regard the dependence of flow on r and a reasonable estima-

tion of its quantities is presented below.
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Limiting value for r

If we wish to make a more systematic attempt to estimate a suitable value

for r , we can define that if the radius r increases by A%, the pressure

drop may increase by no more than B% of the pressure drop to r. We then

obtain:

which, combined with

1.9817

gives

1 100

from which r can be solved.

If we decide, for example, that for the area between r and r + 50% the

pressure drop should amount to no more than 5% of the pressure drop to r ,

we obtain

A = 50

B = 5

whereby

8.1093

The water flow is

Q - fl !iL, * 1.9817 - 2.93 m3/(vear, 5m)

The corresponding values for r are

ri 0.05

/ 166

2.5

8313

m

m
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With r. = O.OS, the pressure drop is thus 0.6 m H.O in the approx. 83 m

wide ring outside the rock slab with a radius of 166 m. Experience will

show if this is a reasonable value.

The value for r = 8313 at r. = 2.5 • is on the large side, according to

the line of reasoning in the preceding section. With a lower value for r ,
3 ^

Q will increase. For example, r = 1 000 m gives about 4 o /year.

FLOW VELOCITY IN ROCK

The water's linear mean flow velocity in the fracture system in the rock

mass can be calculated as follows:

2TT -rle

where

e = porosity in the rock = 0.003

Together with previous constant values, this gives

ug = ••* 10.61 m/year

The corresponding pressure drop per 10 m is

0.4756 m m

For Q = 2.93 m /(year, 5 m), the following is obtained:

r 0.1 0.5 1.0 5.0 10. 50. 100. 200. 500. 1000. m
u 310.9 62.17 31.09 6.22 3.11 0.622 0.311 0.155 0.0622 0.031 n/year
Ap1Q 147.8 29.57 14.78 2.96 1.48 0.296 0.148 0.0739 0.0296 0.0148 m H 0/10 m

Cf. figure 2.

STATIC WATER PRESSURE HEAD

The variation of the static water pressure head with r around a hole is

calculated as follows:

r
p - In

1.9817

With Q = 2.93 m /(year, 5 n), the following is obtained for
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r i • 0.05 ra :

r 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2. 5. 10. 20. 50. 100. 200. 500. a
p 0 . 0 1 .02 2 .05 3 . 4 0 4 . 4 3 5 .45 6.81 7.83 8 .86 10.21 11.24 ' 2 . 2 6 13.62 mR 0

r i - 2 . 5 m :

ry 2.5 5. 10. 20. 50. 100. 200. 500. 1000. 5000. m
p 0.0 1.02 2.05 3.07 4.43 5.45 6.45 7.83 8.86 11.24 m

See also figure 3.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the example used above, values on the large side have been used for

input quantities in many cases. A pressure head of 12 m assumes that the

hydra*lie gradient over the region has scarcely been affected at all by the

depth, but rather that a local water elevation at the ground surface makes

itself felt at a depth of 500 m.

-9
The conductivity used, 2 • 10 m/s, presumes that the repository has been

emplaced in average quality rock at this depth. In actuality, the

repository site will be selected where the rock is better than average.

In reality, a shaft - even if it is imperfectly backfilled - or a borehole

exerts a flow resistance that reduces the available pressure difference at

a depth of 500 m.

Taken together, these factors indicate that approx. 5 m /(year, 5 m) is the

water flow that can be expected to emerge from the repository through a

shaft or a borehole. Only this flow can have been contaminated with

escaping substances from the repository area. Water that flows in from

other parts of the hole dilutes this flow considerably.
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FIG. 2. FLOW VELOCITY RROUND fl BOREHOLE
Q - 2.93 M3/YERR, 5 M.
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SUMMARY

The leach rate of highly soluble species such as iodine has been
estimated using a "tank reactor" model. The species are assumed to
dissolve in the stagnant pore water (a few thousand liters) in the
backfill and to be carried away by the equivalent flowrate in the
bedrock (less than 1 liter of water per canister and year). The
resulting time constant indicates that half of the species will be
leached in a few thousand years.

When a single canister is leached the axial and transverse dispersion
will dilute the species in time and space. Sample calculations show
that for iodine the concentration 100 m downstream from the canister
will be diluted by transverse dispersion to a considerable extent. In
the calculated example a factor 1000 was obtained. Axial dispersion is
of no importance as the leach time (> 1000 yrs) is much longer than
the travel time.
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BACKGROUND

In spent fuel some species with high solubility e.g. iodine and cesium
have accumulated on the outer sides of the fuel pellets. When water
comes in contact with the fuel these species dissolve "immediately"
and are quickly leached by the flowing groundwater. The leach rate
will be determined by the equivalent flowrate of the water carrying
the species away and by the volume of water into which the species are
dissolved. The equivalent flowrate of the water is determined by the
diffusion in the backfill and in the flowing water. The stagnant
volume of water in which the species are dissolved is assumed to be
the water volume in the pores of the backfill. This is a fair
approximation because the main transport resistance for a dissolved
species which moves from the fuel through the backfill and into the
moving water in the rock is in the fluid of the fissures in the rock.
This means that the species will be rather evenly distributed in the
backfill before they diffuse out into the moving water.

When the species move with the water in the rock, axial and transverse
dispersion will dilute the species. If the canisters which are leached
at any time are far from each other the plumes of the species will not
interfere with each other.
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TANK REACTOR MODEL OF LEACHING FROM BROKEN CANISTER

In the following it is assumed that the canister is broken and that
the radionuclides are dissolved in the water in the clay barrier.

The transport of radionuclides from the water in the clay to the

flowing water is modelled as a continuous stirred tank reactor.

Figure 1. Continuous stirred tank reactor.

We want to predict C(t). The system is described by:

(1)

with

C(0) (2)

T is the mean residence time («V/Q)
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The solution of (1) subject to (2) is given by:

C = Ci exp (- ^) (3)

The "half-live", i.e. the time point for which C/Ci = 0.5, is given
by:

V (4)

The following input data are used:

Q = 2.9841.10-11 m3/s (= 0.94 l/yr)

V - V c l a y • e c I a y - 5 • } (1.5
2 - 0.752) • 0.25 = 1.6567 ml

Accordingly T = 1.7625»103 yrs and tQ 5 = 1.2216 «10
3 yrs.
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THE EFFECT OF LATERAL DISPERSION

Some calculations showing the impact of lateral dispersion on the
concentration plume from a single canister are presented.

An analytical solution (Rasmuson, 1981) is used in the calculations.
The solution (model) takes into account diffusion and linear sorption
in spherical particles, flow and dispersion in the longitudinal
direction and lateral dispersion, from a circular disc source.

The solution is given as a function of the following dimensionless
parameters:

3D e
5 = — 5 - £ -=— , bed length parameter

, distribution ratio

zUf , longitudinal Peclet number

a2U
, transverse Peclet number

a , dimensionless radial distance

dimensionless time

The data given in Table 1 were used in the calculations. The radius
of the disc source, a, is obtained from the projection of the clay
barrier perpendicularly to the flow direction (which is assumed to be
transverse the cylinder). This surface is then treated as circular.
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The lateral dispersion coefficient is assumed to be 10 X of the

longitudinal dispersion coefficient. A calculation of the leach time,

&t, was given in the preceding section. The value of K is for a

non-sorbing species like iodine. Then K = ep.

Parameter Value Dimension

, _ ! « • m2/s

b

z

cf

Uf

K

PeL

a

PeT

At

2.5

100

10-*

9.5238.10-8

0.002

2

1.0925

2.387L10-3,-

1.2216.103,10\-

m

m

m/s

m

yrs

Table 1: Parameter values used.

From the values given in Table 1 we obtain:

q • U fe f = 0.3 l/m
z,yr

wa2 = 5(1.5-0.75) * 3.75 m2

6 * 2.5198«10"l

R » I-9998'IO1

2D e
f ^ • 2.52.10-** yr-1

Kb
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The calculations are done along the center line, i.e. c = 0.

The computer programs LATDIS (Per < «) and NUCDIF (Pej - «) were
used in the calculations.

1

In Figure 2 the situation for At = » is depicted. The influence of
lateral dispersion is clearly demonstrated. For example, the
steady-state concentration is nearly three orders of magnitude lower
when lateral dispersion is included.

Already from this figure we may draw the conclusion that leach times
larger than 103 yrs will not have very much effect on the peak height,
since the profiles are fully developed. Anyway the cases for which t£
= 1.2216-103 and 10** yrs are given in Figures 3-4.

The effect of finite leach time is not explicitly included in LATDIS.
However, this is easily done by hand subtracting two breakthrough
curves with time difference At.
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NOTATION

3.13

a

b

C

Ci

K

m

Q

R
r
t

At

f

V

y

z

mol/m3

mol/m3

mol/m3

m2/s

m2/s

m2/s

m3/m3

radius cf disc surface source m

particle radius m

concentration in water

initial concentration

inlet concentration in the water

longitudinal dispersion coefficient

diffusivity in water in pores

transverse dispersion coefficient

volume equilibrium constant

= ef/(l - ef)

= zU,/D., longitudinal Peclet number

= a Uf/zD-, transverse Peclet number

volumetric flowrate of water m3/s

- K/m, distribution ratio

radial distance

time

"half-life" of tank reactor

time for dissolution of waste

average velocity of water in fissures

volume of water in clay barrier

2D e
- —&-t t, dimensionless time
Kb2

distance in flow direction m

m
s
s

s
m/s

m3

Greek letters

C

T

-, bed length parameter
mur

porosity of fissures

porosity of rock matrix

= r/a, dimensionless radial distance
a V/Q, mean residence time
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1/ 4.3

0. SUMMARY

Potential fields and hydraulic gradients have been calculated for some

typified topographies.

In one case, a high cylindrical rock mass with a radius of 250 • has been

assumed to be surrounded by a 10 • wide fracture zone. The fracture zone
g

has been assigned a conductivity 100 and 10 (<») tines higher than that of

the rock. The conductivity of tae rock decreases with depth. The rock

outside the fracture zone is assumed to be impervious. A conical "water

mound" with a height of 10 • and a radius of 100 • is placed on the cylin-

der, which otherwise has a flat water surface. The "water nound" drives the

water downward and out to the fracture zone, where it flows upward. The

highest gradient at repository depth (approx. 500 a) is about 10 m H_0/m.

In another case, the rock mass has been given the form of a 500 m wide

vertical slab of infinite extent in the plane of the slab. The sane type of

fracture zone as in the cylindrical case surrounds the slab on both its

vertical sides. A "water ridge" with a height of 10 m and a 200 m base is

placed symmetrically on the top surface of the slab. The maximum gradient

at a depth of 500 m is now about 7 * 10* m H 0/m.

An isolated water mound contributes little towards driving the water at

great depths. An elongated ridge has a greater influence. In a rock with a

hydraulic conductivity of 10 m/s at a depth of 500 m, the flow in the
2

ridge case would be about 0.02 1/m year.
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GROUNDWATER POTENTIALS IN BEDROCK FROM WATER RIDGE AND WATER HOUND

1. BACKGROUND

Spent nuclear fuel is planned to be cap laced in repositories mined in the

bedrock. An iapotiant factor in evaluating the suitability of such systc

is the flow of the groundwater in the bedrock around the repository.

In order for groundwater to flow, potential variations must exist in the

water between different areas. Such potential variations in the bedrock can

arise due to the fact that the groundwater table follows the upper surface

of the bedrock, the ground surface. Below rock elevations saturated with

water, a higher potential is obtained in the water in the bedrock compared

to the potential under surrounding, lower-lying areas. These potential

differences bring about local water movenents from areas of higher

potential towards areas of lower potential.

The size and direction of the flows are also affected by the bedrock's

permeability to water, i.e. its hydraulic conductivity. Variations in the

hydraulic conductivity of the bedrock can be expected to influence the

pressure head distribution and the corresponding flow.

2. OBJECTIVE

The objective is to try to calculate the distribution of the potential

from the water elevation in the horizontal and vertical directions through

the bedrock and to determine the influence of fracture zones of differing

conductivity on the potential field and the flow pattern.

The calculations are intended to be carried out with the TRUMP program, a

numerical computation system based on the integrated finite difference

method.

3. GEOMETRIC MODELS

Calculations have been carried out for two alternative geometric models

presenting different forms of the water elevation.
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In the one model, the water elevation is conceived as a circular conical

peak placed in the centre of the top flat surface of a vertical, elongated

cylindrical rock body surrounded by a cylindrical fracture zone of

differing conductivity (cf. fig. 2, page 9).

In the other model, the water elevation consists of an elongated ridge with

flat surfaces placed on the top flat surf ice of the rock mass. Fracture

zones run parallel to the ridge in the rock mass. The longitudinal extent

of the ridge and the fracture zones is assumed to be very (infinitely)

great compared to the horizontal dimensions in the perpendicular section

through the ridge in the rock mass.

For both models, the bedrock is assumed to be uniformly fractured (constant

conductivity) in the horizontal direction but variably fractured in the

vertical direction.

The fracture zone is assumed to have differing, greater conductivity than

the rock mass.

The entire rock mass, including elevation and fracture zone, is assumed to

be saturated with water. The top water surface (i.e. the water table)

follows the surface of the ground, i.e. the rock elevation and surrounding,

horizontal surfaces.

The bedrock outside the fracture zone is assumed to have considerably lower

hydraulic conductivity than the fracture zone (= impervious wall).

4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The distribution of the groundwater potential in the rock mass from a water

elevation is assumed to be able to be represented by the equation

for both geometric models.

The potential field underneath the water_ridge can, if infinite length is

assumed, be expressed by a two-dimensional, elliptical differential

equation as follows:
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K l!§ • 1- (K
p 31* 32 P 32

where I and z stand for the geometric coordinates in the horizontal and

vertical directions, respectively, and K is a function of z.

If the rock is regarded as pseudohoaogeneous (i.e. K is constant), the

Laplace equation is obtained:

§ =0

317 32

The corresponding relationship for the cylindrical model with conical water
mound is (with K (z)):p

*p I Ir C I?) * h %
or in differentiated fora and with pseudohoaogeneous rock:

lip • I i£ + i!f s o

3r r 3r 32

where r is the horizontal, radial coordinate.

The hydraulic conductivity is assumed to vary with depth according to:

Kp = 10
-6(1 +

m/s (2inm)

The variation of conductivity with rock depth is entered into the TRUMP

program via the material specification, where the conductivity is

specified for each element.

5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The potential from the water elevation on the top surface is expressed for

the water ridge:

P • 0.1 %, m H20



where

t = half the width of the ridge in

the water sound :

P -0.1 r0 (1 -f ) m H20

where
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r = the radius of the water sound in •.o

In addition, the following applies in both geoaetric models for the flat

surface outside the water elevation on the top surface:

p = 0.0 m H20

The following applies for the surface of the bedrock against the fracture

zones:

I p ailrock I p 34lfracture

An impervious boundary is assumed to exist at the interface between the

fracture zone and the surrounding rock.

At the bottom flat surface of the rock mass, it is assumed that the

influence of the water elevation on the potential field has ceased or that

In order for this boundary condition to be realized, a sufficiently great

rock depth must be chosen.

Symmetrical conditions are assumed to prevail along the centre plane (the

centre axis), i.e.

15-0 (|p

As a starting value, p is set equal to 0. Another value may also be chosen

(e.g. p = 1), since the calculated pressure field should contain the same

values, regardless of the starting values, under steady-state conditions.
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6. TRUMP Prograa

The TRUMP prograa is, as aentioned above, a numerical aethod based on the

integrated finite difference aethod for solving general, non-linear, para-

bolic or elliptical differential equations.

With TRUMP, steady-state and unsteady-state processes can be coaputed for

geoaetric aodels with one, two or three diaensions with rectangular, cylin-

drical or spherical symmetry. Other asymmetric geoaetries and dimensions

can also be treated.

Time-independent problems are solved as if they were time-dependent, but

the demand on accuracy during the time-dependent phase is set low.

The TRUMP program was originally developed to solve thermal diffusion and

flow problems, but the program can also be used for other computation

problems, provided that the same mathematical model applies as for the

thermal processes.

An example of the division of a vertical section through the rock mass into

elements in the horizontal and vertical direction from the centre is shown

in figure 3. A denser network of elements (smaller elements) has

been chosen for the area underneath the water elevation down to a depth of

about 600-700 m than for other areas. It is in this area that the large

changes of the potential field can be expected. The network applies for

both the rectangular and the cylindrical models.

In order to ensure that the bottom surface of the rock model will not

influence the conditions around 500 m, it has been located at the 3 000 m

level. The TRUMP program will regard the rock as insulated on the outside,

i.e. with

3p/3Z * 0.

In using TRUMP, numerous input data must be entered for the problem at

hand. All elements (element nodes) must be numbered and dimensioned, as

well as node distance to and dimensions of the contact surfaces between the

elements.

Conductivity is assumed in the above model to vary with depth, and the

pseudohomogeneous condition is fulfilled by defining each element layer as

a separate kind of material.
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A special program has been put together to design the TRUMP program's input

data file for the geometric models described above.

7. GRAPHIC DIAGRAMS

Special programs have lso been prepared to design plotting files for

graphic diagrams in accordance with the DISSPLA system valid for data

calculated according to the TRUMP program.

Each potential field that has been calculated with the TRUMP program is

depicted in a diagram system consisting of five different types of diagram.

One diagram shows potential values in the horizontal direction for

different levels.

Two diagrams show potential gradients in the horizontal and vertical direc-

tion as a function of horizontal coordinate at different levels. These

gradient values are of importance for evaluating and calculating the water

flow in the rock mass.

The fourth diagram shows the potential field in a 3D diagram, i.e. a

diagram with three axes with pressure as a function of the horizontal and

vertical coordinates.

The fifth diagram is a contour diagram for the pressure field. This type of

diagram is an alternative to the 3D diagram and provides more detailed

information on the potential field.

8. MODEL DIMENSIONS

Calculations have thus far been carried out for four different cases. The

potential fields have been calculated for the two geometric models

described above with two different relative conductivities in the fracture

zone.

For both geometric models, the potential field has been calculated for a

two-dimensional section through the rock with the following dimensions:
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250 x 3100 m (rock mass) t 10 x 3100 m (fracture zone).

These dimensions apply from the centreline out to and including the

fracture zone.

The water elevation (ridge or mound) has the following dimensions (counting

from the centre):

10 x 100 m with a triangular, vertical section.

The vertical section through the rock mass is divided into an element field

with the following dimensions in the horizontal direction:

in the vertical direction:

0 + 9 x 50 + 45 + 5 + 4 x 50 + 7 x 200 + 2 x 500 m.

Thus, in the horizontal direction, the elements closest to the centre

are 1 m wide, the next 9 m etc. out to the fracture zone, where the

elements closest to this zone are 1 m wide. The first eleven elements

correspond to the bottom surface of the water elevation.

In the vertical direction, the elements at the top consist of "zero volume"

elements according to the TRUMP conditions for interfacing with the boundary

conditions from the water elevation.

At the 500 m level, a 5 m high row of elements represents the location of

the repository.

The element dimension perpendicular to the vertical section has been set

equal to 1 m in the rectangular model.

In the circular model, TRUMP uses annular elements and surfaces.

In the calculations, hydraulic conductivity in the fracture zone has been
2 8

set to 10 and 10 times the conductivity of the rock mass at the same

level.
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Some characteristic geometric data that apply for the calculation case have

been given in the third column in the diagrams.

L (WR)

R (WH)

L (F)

R (F)

Z (M)

Kp (F)

K
P
E+2

= horizontal length from centre for water ridge

= radius for water mound

= distance centre - fracture zone

= radius to fracture zone

= maximum depth level

= hydraulic conductivity in fracture zone

= hydraulic conductivity in rock mass

= factor in powers of ten lor fracture conductivity

(E+2 = 100)

9. CALCULATION RESULTS

The calculation results for the four cases are plotted in the 20 appended

diagrams Nos. 1-20.

The diagrams are arranged with five diagrams for each case in sequence in

the following order:

water ridge with low fracture conductivity

water ridge with high fracture conductivity

water mound with low fracture conductivity

water mound with high fracture conductivity

The dia5rams__f_o_r___the__potential__field values_ contain data for seven

different levels between 25 and 675 m.

It can be seen here that, with low conductivity in the fracture, the poten-

tial in the fracture increases with increasing depth, which means upward

flow in the fracture. This also applies to the potential field region

nearest the fracture zone.

These diagrams also show the great difference between the potential field

underneath the water mound and the water ridge with the same dimension.

5-10 times higher values are obtained underneath the water ridge.
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At high fracture conductivity, the potential field nearest the fracture

decreases, especially in the region 50 m from the fracture.

Underneath the actual water elevation, however, the potential field does

not seen to be affected so much by the conductivity of the fracture.

The diagrams for the potential gradients show horizontal and vertical

potential field gradients around the 500 m level.

The horizontal gradients reach their maximum at the fracture, while the

vertical gradients are greatest some distance in. If the total gradient for

a level is calculated, its absolute value is relatively constant but with

varying direction (from vertical to horizontal). This is especially true

underneath the water mound.

The gradients are considerably greater underneath the water ridge than

underneath the mound (5-10 times), as is the difference between the

vertical and horizontal directions.

The 3D diagrams provide overall pictures of the appearance and size of the

pressure field for levels down to 600 m.

Unfortunately, the self-graduating DISSPLA Functions have widened the field

to 300 ID in the horizontal direction, which does not correspond to actual

conditions.

Nevertheless, the diagrams clearly show the difference between the

potential field underneath the water mound and the one underneath the water

ridge.

The diagrams also show a potential field drop just under the zero level

outside the water elevation area. Here, there is an upward flow of the

water from the water elevation.

show potential curves between the 300 and 700 m level.

The figures in the curves give the pressure head in m HjD.
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water ridge

fracture zone

rock mass

FIG. 1 GEOMETRIC MODEL WITH WATER RIDGE.

circular
water mound.

surrounding
fracture zone

rock mass

FIG. 2 GEOMETRIC MODEL WITH WATER MOUND.
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POTENTIAL FIELD FROM WATER ELEVAHON

Element network for TRUMP calculations.

(

Fig. 3

Example of element

network for TRUMP

calculations

Scale 1:10 000

(Applies for both

geometric models)
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DIAGRAM NO: 4
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DIAGRAM NO: 6
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DIAGRAM NO: 9
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DIAGRAM NO: 13
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